AP-PPN 2023 CONFERENCE
PUBLIC POLICY IN A TURBULENT WORLD
JUNE 1-2 | HONG KONG
PROGRAM
Research on the Promotion of High-Quality Agricultural Development by Data Ethics Construction—Based on An Analysis of the 2017-2022 Policy Texts
WEI WANG, SHANZHEN ZHANG

The Liability Risk Governance for Synthetic Data: Connotations, Conflicts, and Reflections
WEILIN LUO, WEIJIE SHAO, RUIYANG DUAN, YU SUN

Rigidity or Flexibility: Policy Intervention Strategies for Market-Oriented Allocation of Data Elements
SHIYU LIU, WEILIN LUO, XIAOTIAN LI, YAFEI LI

Data Governance for Sustainable Smart Cities: Impacts On Innovation and Implications for Public Policy
MASARU YARIME

China in Global Digital Trade Governance Implications For Development
YUJIA HE, KA ZENG

Digital Economy and Tourism Development: A Quasi-Natural Experiment of the National E-Commerce Pilot Program
LIPEING FU, JIE YANG, YONGQING DONG

A Fugazi Regulation: Why AI Ethics Do Not Work in Practice
GLEB PAPYSHEV, KEITH JIN DENG CHAN
PARTICIPANTS

Session C1  4/F Seminar room  JUNE 1, 10:45-12pm

CHAIR: PENGYU ZHU

Research on Motivational Mechanisms and Pathways For Promoting Public Participation in Environmental Protection Behavior
WEIDONG CHEN, KAISHENG DI, QUANLING CAI, DONGLI LI

Violent Incidents, Defensive Behaviors and Patient Selection: Evidence from China
XIAOTONG LI

Evaluating the Impact of Integrating Urban and Rural Health Insurance on Health Seeking Behavior of Rural Residents: A Difference-in-Differences Analysis in China
LIPING FU, JIARUI HAN, YONGQING DONG

Making Sense of the Influencing Factors of PM Risk Reduction Behaviors: In the Perspectives of Hope, Responsibility, Collective Action
HANA KIMA, SOEUN YANG, JOOHEE LEE

Session D1  LSK1007  JUNE 1, 10:45-12pm

CHAIR: YOULANG ZHANG

Deliberative Policy Analysis for Risk Governance: A Methodological Perspective
NI WANG

Resilience During Crisis: Analyzing Fiscal Policy Measures
RUKMINI BHATTACHARJEE

Progress and Prospect of Emergency Management in China Based on CNKI and CiteSpace Visual Analysis: A Systematic Review
QIU-YU DONG, QIANG ZHANG

Analysis of the Effectiveness of Government Response Behavior in Emergencies—Based on the Theoretical Perspective of ‘Stress-Response’
LIU HUAN

ONLINE PRESENTATION
CHAIR: PENGYU ZHU
CHAIR: YOULANG ZHANG
**PARTICIPANTS**

**Session A2** 1/F Seminar room  JUNE 1, 1:15pm-2:45pm

**CHAIR:** TAOTAO ZHAO

*Towards Decolonizing Climate Science: The Place of African Indigenous Knowledge*

GEOFFREY NWAKA

*Who Pledge Net Zero: Pioneers and Laggards*

JEONG WON KIM

*Assessing Net Employment Effects for a Just Energy Transition in China—An Input-Output Approach*

TIANLE LIU

*Energy Democracy as a Policy Response to Climate Change: a Sociotechnical Transition Strategy for India*

KANNAN K

**Session B2** 2/F Seminar room  JUNE 1, 1:15pm-2:45pm

**CHAIR:** TONGYUN DU

*Digital Anti-Epidemic Precision Governance Theory: A Theoretical Framework*

WU QIAN

*Does Superior Performance Encourage Innovation Adoption in the Public Sector?*

PEIYI WU

*Innovative CSR in a Turbulent Environment—A Case of Indian Companies*

VISHNU SIVARUDRAN PILLAI, PRASANNA BHAGWATI, PRIYADARSHINI DAS

*Coordination, Competition and Cooperation in the Electric Vehicle Industry in the Greater Bay Area*

JERRY PATCHELL, B. KELLE S. TSAI, YIQI ZHANG, D. HANYU WANG, BON CHEUNG, CHRISTINE LOH
**Session C2**  4/F Seminar room  JUNE 1, 1:15pm-2:45pm

**CHAIR:** ALEX HE

*Is Leaders’ Attention the Policy Implementation Force? Leaders’ Visits and Demonstration Cities Program in China from 2000 to 2017*
ZHIPENG LIU, JING XU, JUNHAO ZHANG

*How Does National Audit Alleviate the Policy Implementation Gap in Local Level? A Phenomenological Perspective in Chinese Context*
FEI LIAO, XIA LI

*Does the Knowledge Broker Shape Citizens’ Attitudes in China’s COVID Vaccination Policy Implementation Process?*
WEIJIA LIU, COREY KEWEI XU, HAOLIANG CHANG

*Local Policy Planning and Implementation of ‘Coal to Gas’ in the Context of Energy Transition—Based on the Quantitative Analysis of Policy Texts in Hebei Province, China*
GAO YUAN, DING YISHUAI, DING BEIXIAO, BAI YUNING, ZHANG JINHUA,

**Session D2**  LSK1007  JUNE 1, 1:15pm-2:45pm

**CHAIR:** YOULANG ZHANG

*A Comparative Analysis of Risk Management Policy Development in Public Organizations, Using Public Universities as an Example*
SHURONG ZHAO, SHENGHAO FANG

ZHAO ZIANG, YU JIARONG

*Policy Innovation and Diffusion During Crisis: City’s Response to National Policy of COVID-19 in China*
YUGE WANG, RUOYUN WANG

*Natural Disasters: A Curse or Blessing for the Labor Force in South Africa*
YANLIN WAN
**PARTICIPANTS**

**Session A3** 1/F Seminar room  JUNE 1, 2:45pm-4pm

**Chair:** ZHENGYAN LI

**The Evolution of Circular Economy Policies in China between 2000 and 2023**
PEIXIU CHEN, BENJAMIN STEUER

**Circular Economy Policies in the Great Bay Area: Evolution, Comparison and Recommendation**
KIRA MATUS, LI XINMING

**Physical Risk and Greenwashing Risk: Exploring the Role of Climate Taxonomies for Adaptation Finance**
LIONEL MOK

**Global Goals, Local Consumption: A Megacity’s Motivations and Transition Towards Sustainable Consumption Lifestyles for Net Zero**
KIRA MATUS

**Session B3** 2/F Seminar room  JUNE 1, 2:45pm-4pm

**Chair:** STUART GIEDEL-BASTEN

**Policy Tool Configuration of China’s Resilience Construction: Based on an Analysis of China’s Central-Level Policy**
GUO XINGNAN

**On the Timescales of Supply Chain Resilience in Renewable Energy Markets: What Can Governments Learn From COVID-Related Supply Disruptions to Accelerate the Clean Energy Transition?**
MAGDALENA M. KLEMUN

**Measuring Dishonesty Among Government Workers in the Developing World: Implications for Resilience in Government Organizations**
SO MORIKAWA, SHU NARUSE, REONA HAYASHI, MANAMI TSURUTA, TAKESHI OJIMA
PARTICIPANTS

Session C3  4/F Seminar room  JUNE 1, 2:45pm-4pm

CHAIR: ALEX HE

Policy Instruments, Administrative Burdens, and Coproduction Preferences: A conjoint Analysis Based on Household Waste Sorting in China
YOULANG ZHANG, HUAN WANG

Publicness or Co-production: Which Matters More for the Performance of Vocational Training Program for People with Disabilities in China
WANG DANIEL, WEI LI, YI ZHANG

How Does Interaction Among Multiple Actors Affect Policy Implementation?—Take the Reduction of Inefficient Industrial Land in Shanghai as an Example
ZHOU XIAOPING, LIU BOYAN, GU XIAOKUN, HU CAN, WANG XUEMENG

Session D3  LSK1007  JUNE 1, 2:45pm-4pm

Battle to Survive: Accountability and the Chinese Local Government Response to COVID-19
BINGQING GUO, KAREN ANN GRÉPIN

A Quantitative Research of Talent-related Public Policies in Hong Kong during the COVID-19 Pandemic
SUN YINGAO

Tai-tais, Gigolos and Pets: the Gendering of Hong Kong’s Fourth Wave COVID-19 Pandemic
JULIAN M. GROVES, WENDY LEE KA YIN
PARTICIPANTS

Session E3  IAS G/F LT  JUNE 1, 2:45pm-4pm

Liberal Convergence or Differential Exclusion? Path Dependency in Migration Policy
FELICIA ISTAD, SARDAR AHMED SHAH

Space Reconstruction And Capital Accumulation: How Can Relocated Poverty-Stricken Populations Achieve Sustainable Development
HONGPING LIAN, JINDI YANG

Effect of Social Connection on Policy Stance Defection: In the Case of The U.S. Immigration Dispute on Twitter
XIA WEIQI

COVID-19 Impact on the Migrant Intention and Family Arrangements under the Greater Bay Area
NIU MENGYUAN

Session A4  1/F  JUNE 1, 4:30pm-6pm

The Technocratic Panic Button: Disrupted Power And Knowledge in the Global Policy Discourse
KRIS HARTLEY, GLEN KUECKER

TAOTAO ZHAO

Science Advisors Giving Non-science Advice: Exposing The ‘Extra-scientific’ Roles of Hong Kong’s COVID-19 Experts
ALVIN LI, KIRA MATUS

Successful Leadership Communication in Times of Crisis: The Role of Evidence Inclusivity and Values During Covid-19
FLAVIA DONADELLI, MARKUS LUCZAK-ROESCH, RONALD FISCHER, NANCY LI

Chair: ANNEMIEKE VAN DEN DOOL

Session E3  IAS G/F LT  JUNE 1, 2:45pm-4pm

Liberal Convergence or Differential Exclusion? Path Dependency in Migration Policy
FELICIA ISTAD, SARDAR AHMED SHAH

Space Reconstruction And Capital Accumulation: How Can Relocated Poverty-Stricken Populations Achieve Sustainable Development
HONGPING LIAN, JINDI YANG

Effect of Social Connection on Policy Stance Defection: In the Case of The U.S. Immigration Dispute on Twitter
XIA WEIQI

COVID-19 Impact on the Migrant Intention and Family Arrangements under the Greater Bay Area
NIU MENGYUAN

Session A4  1/F  JUNE 1, 4:30pm-6pm

The Technocratic Panic Button: Disrupted Power And Knowledge in the Global Policy Discourse
KRIS HARTLEY, GLEN KUECKER

TAOTAO ZHAO

Science Advisors Giving Non-science Advice: Exposing The ‘Extra-scientific’ Roles of Hong Kong’s COVID-19 Experts
ALVIN LI, KIRA MATUS

Successful Leadership Communication in Times of Crisis: The Role of Evidence Inclusivity and Values During Covid-19
FLAVIA DONADELLI, MARKUS LUCZAK-ROESCH, RONALD FISCHER, NANCY LI

Chair: ANNEMIEKE VAN DEN DOOL
How to Build Up Community Resilience Against the Epidemics? Based on the Perspective of Community Governors with Q Methodology
JIA XU, YI LIU, JIACHENG SONG, HANYUN QIAN

How Can Emergency Response Plan Revisions Enhance Disaster Resilience?—A Case Study of Ya'an City in Sichuan Province, China
ZHANG MEILIAN, ZHENG WEI

A Typology of Cities and Universities in Japan for Resilient University-Industry Collaboration
SO MORIKAWA, HIROKI KONO

Promoting and Deploying Resilience for Hong Kong’s Ethnic Minority Youth—A Multi-System Approach
NAUBAHAR SHARIF

Government Connection, Performance, and Credibility of Environmental Nonprofit Information Disclosure
CAN MENG, FANGDA DING

Social Enterprises’ Choice of Legal Mode and Implication For Policy Design: Evidence from Zhejiang Province, China
LI, WEI, LIU HUAN, CHEN YINGSHI

Circumventing the Recovery Mechanism in the Tourism Area Life Cycle (TALC) Through Miss-allocation of Scarce Resources. A Case Study on Atami, Japan
ERIC HANADA

Technocratic Policy Entrepreneurship in Comparison: A Systematic Review
ALEX JINGWEI HE, TODD YUDA SHI
Is It All About the Government’s Early Response? A Configurational Analysis of 26 Cases in Governing COVID-19 in China
HAIBO TAN, YANWEI LI, JIACHEN HUANG, XIAOZHOU LI

Why Does China Lift the COVID-19 Prevention and Control Policy? Analysis Based on the Multiple Streams Framework
RUOYUN WANG, COREY KEWEI XU

Investigation of People’s Comments About Transport Service During COVID-19 in Seven Megacities in China
HAOLIANG CHANG, WEIJIA LIU, COREY KEWEI XU

Achilles’ Heel: COVID-19 Vaccination Policy and Elderly Vaccination in China
ZIRU DENG, KAREN A. GRÉPIN

Multi-Criteria Assessment for a Blockchain-Based MRV System for Carbon Allowance Registry Under the Impact of EU Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism
YIYU (EBY) LIU

A Text-based Computational Comparative Approach to Evaluating Climate Planning of Chinese Cities: Evidence from City Climate Action Plans (CAPs)
YE LYU, LIN YANG

Unintended Consequences of China’s Clean Heating Transition
EUN JU LEE

Understanding Germany’s Energy Policy Transition Away From Russia: Learnings On Path Dependency And System Shocks
SWATHI AKELLA, VISHNU PERI
The Impact of the US-China Tech War on China-EU Cooperation in Sustainable Energy Innovation: Analysis and Countermeasures
BANGYUAN AURORA AN

The Dynamic Co-Evolution of Disruptive Technologies And Regulatory Politics: Evidence From FinTech Industry in China
JUN SUN, LING CHEN

A Comprehensive Evaluation Framework for Low-Carbon Technologies: A Preliminary Study on Wind Power
XUAN ZENG, ZHAOYU LI, ZIPEI HAO, KIRA MATUS

What Determines the Performance of Low-Carbon City Development? A Qualitative Comparative Analysis of Low-Carbon Pilot Policies in China
WEIDONG CHEN, QUANLING CAI, KAISHENG DI, DONGLI LI

Session C5 4/F Seminar room JUNE 2, 9:15am-10:30am
CHAIR: DAVID HAGMANN

Public Risk Perception during the COVID-19 Pandemic: A Meta-Analysis of Antecedents and Behavioral Consequences
WEI ZHONG, YIXIN DAI, XIAOTONG FU, LINSHENG HE

Research Proposal for Analysing Public Emotion Effect towards COVID-19 in Hong Kong
KEYUAN FANG, COREY KEWEI XU

Disaster Risk Perception in Coastal Communities —A Moderated Mediation Analysis
PALLAVI RACHEL GEORGE

Retreating From or Rising to the Occasion? The Influence Of Risk Perception on Public Service Motivation Among Frontline Female Anti-Epidemic Workers in China
LIU FEI, ZHANG SHUANG, YIJING TONG, CHIH-WEI HSIEH
Session D5  LSK1007  JUNE 2, 9:15am-10:30am

Celebrating COVID Tragedy as ‘Protective Disguise’
To Act?: A Computational Text Study of Chinese Foundations’ COVID Response
RUI CHEN, WENJUAN ZHEN, YANG LONG

Services in Need Are Services Indeed: The Impact of COVID-19 Lockdown on Chinese Welfare Policy Preferences
XIN HAN, HANG QI

Household Risk Diversification in the Time Of Covid-19:
Participation in Social Protection Programmes Among Transnational Families in Southeast Asia
LUCY P. JORDAN, XIAOCHEN ZHOU

Session A6  1/F Seminar room  JUNE 2, 11am-12:30pm

The Uninformed Budge yet the Misinformed Buck:
Provision of Performance Information and Citizen Satisfaction
ZHENGYAN "IAN" LI

Energy Crisis and Civil War in Yemen: Navigating the Interplay between Competing Political Pressures and Path-Dependency Dynamics
ABEER AL-ERYANI

Quantitative Evaluation of China’s Energy Conservation Policy Based on PMC Index Model
RUXIN WU, MU HUANG, KAIQI CHEN, YUHAN LIU

Path-Dependency in Groundwater Governance in India
PRERNA YADAV
Session B6  2/F Seminar room  JUNE 2, 11am-12:30pm

CHAIR: SARA MIGLIORINI

LEIZHEN ZANG, FENG XIONG

Analysis of the Effect of Government Data Opening on Technological Innovation in Underdeveloped Regions: Based on Rationality—An Incrementalist Perspective
BIN ZHANG, RONGXUAN SHANG, JIANING MI

Digital Government Failure: Concept Elaboration and Production Mechanism
FANG YINGYING, WU CHAO

Session C6  4/F Seminar room  JUNE 2, 11am-12:30pm

CHAIR: STUART GIEDEL-BASTEN

SIRUI LI, LEI ZHOU, YU SUN

Targeting the Poor: Attitudinal Feedback and Policy Targeting in China’s Poverty Alleviation Campaign
LILI LIU, ZIXIN LI

Problem Exposure or Solving? The Effects of Government Regulation of Enterprises on Public Opinion
YUE GUO, TIANHAO ZHAI, HAO HUANG, GE WANG

Public Attitude Towards Sustainable Development in a Changing World: Evidence From the COVID-19 Pandemic
TING GUAN, BING XUE
Session D6  LSK1007  JUNE 2, 11am-12:30pm
CHAIR: DAVID HAGMANN

Why and When Stronger Capacities Fail in Improving Crisis Response? A Political Capacity Explanation on Connected Crises
LEI SHI, WU XUN

Why Donors Give During Emergencies—An Institutional Analysis
XIAO HANYU, WANG XIAOHU

Understanding the Capacity Building Initiatives Towards Disaster Management: A Study of the Role of KILA, Kerala
VINITHA ANNA JOHN

Do Narratives Matter? Assessing the Role of Storytelling Plays in Affecting Korean Citizens’ Trust in Government And Voting Decisions During Crises
SUYOUNG HWANG

Session A7  1/F Seminar room  JUNE 2, 2pm-3:30pm
CHAIR: ZHENGYAN LI

Framing Policy Responses to Population Aging in Iran: Moving From ‘Demographic Solutions’ to Maximizing Human Capital Through Gender Equality
STUART GIETEL-BASTEN, GUILLAUME MAROIS, FATEMEH TORABI, KAMBIZ KABIRI

The Inverted U-shape Relationship Between PSM and Role Overload: Psychological Empowerment as a Moderator
YING ZHANG

Stepping-Stone or Stumbling Block? A Meta-Analysis Of the Effect of Social Capital on Disaster Recovery
NA TANG, MUYU HE, MENGYAO ZHANG, NANA HUANG, CAIYUN LI
PARTICIPANTS

Session B7  2/F Seminar room  JUNE 2, 2pm-3:30pm

Relationship Between the Dynamics of Social Capital and The Dynamics of Residential Satisfaction Under the Impact Of Urban Renewal
TONGYUN DU

Implicit Power Expansion and Prisoner’s Game: The Dilemma of Departmental Action in the Comprehensive Land Improvement of the Whole Region
LI XIAOTIAN, ZHOU XIAOPING, GU XIAOKUN, LIU BOYAN

Reconceptualising the Relationship Between Culture and Urban Development in Post-COVID-19 Era: A Case Study of Outward Foreign Direct Investment in Southeast Asia
WICHANON JAMWUTTHIPREECHA

Vitalizing Urban Waterfront Development Through Waterfront Promenade Construction in Compact Cities: A Case Study of Hong Kong
YING HAOTIAN

Session C7  1/F Seminar room  JUNE 2, 2pm-3:30pm

Who Am I?—Self-Identity Under the Hong Kong National Security Law
JIAYU TIAN

Capturing Free Speech in Democracies: A Comparison Of Fake News Regulation In Europe and Asia
YASHAS P. R.

Costly Distractions: Focusing on Individual Behavior Undermines Support for Systemic Reforms
NICK CHATER, DAVID HAGMANN, YI-TSEN LIAO, GEORGE LOEWENSTEIN

CHAIR: JIA XU
CHAIR: LI, WEI
Climate Change and Human Health: Estimating District—Level Health Vulnerabilities in the Indian Context
DIVYA CHAUDHRY

Medical-Social Care to Child Mental Health and Neoliberal Governance
YUNA LI

Determinants of Health Care Systems in Hong Kong SAR And Singapore: A Comparative Study
YIAN FANG, MING WU

The Role of Events in China’s Policy Process: A Case Study Of the Infectious Diseases Law
ANNEMIEKE VAN DEN DOOL, JIALIN LI

The Intervention of Social Organizations in Dispute Resolution in China
LIN BAOGI

Why not the Target Population but the Mass Public? The Unjustified Influences of the Mass Public on the Policy Feedback Effects
JONGSOO PARK

Mapping the Relationship Between Policy Actors and Strategies for Sustainable Innovation: Evidence From Small Countries
KIRA MATUS, BANGYUAN AURORA AN, RUI CHAI, SHUBHAM SHARMA

Evaluation of Community Intervention for First-Time Drug Addicts and Their Family
HANZHI REN
PARTICIPANTS

Panel 1
IAS G/F LT
JUNE 1, 10:45-12pm

Accelerating the Development of Global Innovation Hub in the Greater Bay Area Strategic Management and Public Policy Design
CHAIRS: YUN HOU, XUN WU

Paper 1
RONG ZUO
Why Do University-Based Researchers Collaborate With Industry: Evidence From U-I Co-Publications

Paper 2
YUE CEN
Analysis on the Influencing Factors of Cross-Border Collaboration on Innovation and Entrepreneurship Incubation Bases in the Greater Bay Area

Paper 3
CHUANXIAO PENG
Accelerating the Development of Global Innovation Hub in the Greater Bay Area: The Role of University-affiliated Incubators

Paper 4
BAOSI MENG, XUN WU
Hope or Hype: A Review of the National Integrated Circuit Industry Investment Fund

Paper 5
WEIYE ZANG
Why they are more innovative? A Review and Case Study of the Construction of Entrepreneurship and Innovation Systems in Japanese Universities

UG Panel 2
IAS G/F LT
JUNE 1, 1:15pm-2:45pm

Hong Kong Economic Policy Challenge 2023—The Labor Crisis
CHAIRS: LIM WOO YOUNG

PARTICIPANTS
YISHAN DING, BSc in Economics and Finance Year 3
NGA TING LAM, BBA in Global Business and Finance Year 3
SUM LOK CHAN, BBA in Economics Year 1
TO SANG YIM, BBA in Economics Year 1
HAO YANG, BBA in Economics Year 3
XIAOLONG SONG, BSc in Economics and Finance Year 3
PARTICIPANTS

**Panel 3** IAS G/F LT  JUNE 1, 4:30-6pm

*Integrating Policy and Technology Innovation for Fostering the Development of Smart Cities*
CHAIRS: YUN HOU, XUN WU

**Paper 1** QIYING ZHAO

*What Makes a Smart City Successful: Take Digital Twin City Cases in China as Examples*

**Paper 2** SHANSHAN LIU, YUN HOU

*Navigating the New Normal: COVID-19, Urban Connectedness And the Dynamics of Urban Innovation*

**Paper 3** MINGXI ZHANG

*Data, Platforms, and Market Dominance: A Comparative Analysis of Antitrust Cases in China*

**Paper 4** YANGCHEN WU

*Governing the Digital Colossus: A Comparative Study of Platform Economy Policies in the United States and China under Multiple Streams Framework*

**Paper 5** JIAXIN WU, JIE YANG

*Blockchain in Government Services: A Comparative Analysis of Policy Themes, Tools, and Adoption in China's Local Governments*

**Panel 4** IAS G/F LT  JUNE 2, 9:15am-10:30am

*Risk governance in a new era Connecting policy design with individuals’ perception*
CHAIRS: CHUANSHEN QIN, YUE GUO

**Paper 1** LEI ZHOU, YUE GUO

*Perception Effects of Intersecting Frames in Risk Communication: A Survey Experiment Based on Nuclear Power Plant Construction in China*

**Paper 2** ZHE ZHU

*Social Inequity in the Post COVID-19 Era: An Analysis of Work Resumption Policies in China*

**Paper 3** YUMING WEI, JUN SU

*The Influence of Reputation Management of Digital Governance on Public Risk Perception*

**Paper 4** ZIQIANG HAN, ZIYI WANG

*Does FEMA's Youth Preparedness Program Work? Linking Youth Preparedness to Household Preparedness Through the Paths of Efficacy*

**Paper 5** CHUANSHEN QIN, ZHULING LIU

*How Narrative and Framing in Risk Communication Change Public Risk Responsive Behavior: Evidence From a Survey Experiment*
PARTICIPANTS

Panel 5  IAS G/F LT  JUNE 2, 11am-12:30pm

Public Policy to Advance the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in Urban Cities
CHAIR: TIM LO

Paper 1  PRISCILLA LIU
Urban Analytics and City Engine to Advance The Sustainable Development Goals

Paper 2  ELLEN POON
From Qualitative to Quantitative Data—Harnessing Community Engagement’s Input to Inform Social Design Solutions

Paper 3  RINGO YEUNG
How the BEC Net-zero Carbon Charter Would Support Business sector for collective actions on decarbonization Journey of Hong Kong?
ARRIVAL DAY—MAY 31

10am-11am  
Hike Around Pak Sha Wan

11am-12am  
PPOL/HKUST Orientation and Tour

1:15pm  
Pre-registration opens (Lobby)

1:45pm-3:15pm  
(Seminar rooms)

Workshop

Science and Technology Amidst The U.S.-China Rivalry

A JULIEN DE TROULLIOUD  🎓
Assistant Professor, Division of Public Policy at HKUST

Visualizing Quantitative Information: A Crash Course

B MAGDALENA KLEMUN  🎓
Assistant Professor, Division of Public Policy at HKUST

Designing Alternative Forms Of Practice: Strategies of Social Entrepreneurship

C PETER W. FERRETO  🎓
Associate Professor, Associate Director of the School of Architecture at CHUK, Director of Condition_Lab

3:30pm-5pm  
(Seminar rooms)

Clinic

How to Get Your Policy Paper Published?

D ALEX HE  🎓
Associate Professor, Division of Public Policy at HKUST, Associate editor of Policy & Society and Journal of Asian Public Policy

ChatGPT and Other Generative AIs: Law & Policy Issues

E SARA MIGLIORINI  🎓
Assistant Professor of Global Legal Studies at the University of Macau

Diplomacy: Focusing on Cultural Promotion in Times of Crisis

F MARCO GOMEZ CORREA
Cultural Attaché at the Consulate General of Mexico in Hong Kong

6pm-7:30pm  
Welcome Reception @UniBar
DAY 1—JUNE 1

8:30 am
Registration (Lobby)

9am-9:15am
Opening
NAUBAHAR SHARIF 💬, Acting Head and Professor Division of Public Policy, HKUST
Welcome
XUN WU 💬, Professor at HKUST Guangzhou; APPPN Steering Committee Member, Professor, Division of Public Policy, Division of Social Science, Associate Director of GREAT Smart Cities Institute at HKUST CWB

9:15am-10am
Keynote
ROGER A. PIELKE JR. 💬, Professor, Environmental Studies, University of Colorado Boulder

10:15am-10:45am
Tea Break/Photos

10:45am-12pm
(Seminar rooms)
Panel 1 IAS G/F LT
Session A1 1/F
Session B1 2/F
Session C1 4/F
Session D1 LSK1007
Panel 2 IAS G/F LT
Session A2 1/F
Session B2 2/F
Session C2 4/F
Session D2 LSK1007
Panel 3 IAS G/F LT
Session A3 1/F
Session B3 2/F
Session C3 4/F
Session D3 LSK1007
Panel 4 IAS G/F LT
Session A4 1/F
Session B4 2/F
Session C4 4/F
Session D4 LSK1007

12pm-1:15pm
Lunch with Discussion Panel @UniQue
Building Resilience: Are our Systems and Frameworks Protecting the Most Vulnerable?
KAREN GRÉPIN 💬, Associate Professor, Division of Health Economics, Policy and Management at HKUMed
LAURENCE DELINA 💬, Assistant Professor, Division of Environment and Sustainability at HKUST
MASARU YARIME 🌟 (Moderator), Associate Professor, Division of Public Policy and Division of Environment and Sustainability at HKUST

1:15pm-2:45pm
(Seminar rooms)
Panel 1 IAS G/F LT
Session A2 1/F
Session B2 2/F
Session C2 4/F
Session D2 LSK1007
Panel 2 IAS G/F LT
Session A3 1/F
Session B3 2/F
Session C3 4/F
Session D3 LSK1007
Panel 3 IAS G/F LT
Session A4 1/F
Session B4 2/F
Session C4 4/F
Session D4 LSK1007
Panel 4 IAS G/F LT
Session A1 1/F
Session B1 2/F
Session C1 4/F
Session D1 LSK1007

2:45pm-4pm
(Seminar rooms)
Session E3 IAS G/F LT

4pm-4:30pm
Tea Break With Networking Activity

4:30-6pm
(Seminar rooms)
Panel 3 IAS G/F LT
Session A4 1/F
Session B4 2/F
Session C4 4/F
Session D4 LSK1007

6:30pm-8:30pm
Dinner @Crown Plaza
DAY 2—JUNE 2

8:30am-9:15am  Conversation  Looking Ahead: Rebalancing Policy Response and Science Advice For Better Crisis Preparedness

BENJAMIN COWLING  Professor, Chair of Epidemiology at the School of Public Health, HKUMed

DIANA JOU  Journalist and Lecturer at the JMSC at the University of Hong Kong

9:15am-10:30am  Panel 4  IAS G/F LT  Session A5  1/F  Session B5  2/F  Session C5  4/F  Session D5  LSK1007

10.30am-11am  Tea Break With Networking Activity

11am-12:30pm  Panel 5  IAS G/F LT  Session A6  1/F  Session B6  2/F  Session C6  4/F  Session D6  LSK1007

12:30pm-1:15pm  Lunch With Networking Activity

1:15pm-2pm  Keynote Lecture  Is Demographic ‘Crisis’ an Inevitable Consequence of the Developmental Welfare State?

STUART GIETEL-BASTEN  Professor, Division of Humanities and Social Sciences At Khalifa University of Science and Technology

2pm-3:30pm  (Seminar rooms)  Session E7  IAS G/F LT  Session A7  1/F  Session B7  2/F  Session C7  4/F  Session D7  LSK1007

3:30pm-3:45pm  Tea Break

3:45pm-4pm  Wrap-Up

4pm-5pm  ALL WELCOME  AP-PPN Business Meeting

XUN WU  Professor at HKUST Guangzhou; APPPN Steering Committee Member, Professor, Division of Public Policy, Division of Social Science, Associate Director of GREAT Smart Cities Institute at HKUST CWB
TRANSPORTATION  Shuttle bus pick up

DAY 1—JUNE 1

8:00 am  Tseung Kwan O MTR Station  
EXIT B1 (Po Yap Road, TKO)

6pm  香港科技大學  
The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology  
(IAS Building)

8:30pm  CROWNE PLAZA® (TKO)  
An IHG Hotel

DAY 2—JUNE 2

8:00 am  Tseung Kwan O MTR Station  
EXIT B1 (Po Yap Road, TKO)

5pm  香港科技大學  
The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology  
(IAS Building)

CROWNE PLAZA® (TKO)  
An IHG Hotel
CONFERENCE VENUES

IAS Building

Lee Shau Kee Building

Check me out in Google Maps

SESSIONS A, B, C, E
PANELS

Check me out in Google Maps

SESSIONS D, LSK1007

HKUST Clearwater Bay Campus
Sai Kung